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Ricinus communis

Ricin toxin, botulinum toxin, anthrax spores

Clostridium botulinum Bacillus anthracis



Clostridium botulinum neurotoxins

Clostridium 
botulinum toxins

BoNT A BoNT B BoNT C BoNT D BoNT E BoNT F BoNT G BoNT H 

Botulinum toxin type A and type B are available 
commercially for various cosmetic and medical 
procedures.



Flow chart of type A botulinum toxin production
N-Z-Case™ TT 
has been
designed
specifically as a 
bacteriological
nutrient for high 
yield production 
of Clostridium
toxin and is
recommended
for laboratory
media and 
fermentation.

Yeast extract is
a complex and 
widely used
hydrolysate of 
yeasts. It
provides
nitrogenous
compounds, 
carbon, sulfur, 
trace nutrients, 
vitamin B 
complex and 
other important
growth factors, 
which are 
essential for the 
growth of 
microorganisms.

Autoclave
Fermenter
Centrifuge

Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 145: 
Bacterial Toxins: Methods and Protocols



Fermenter constructed in 1993 by Aum Shinrikyo for 
botulinum toxin production

www.cnas.org

Clostridium botulinum is 
anaerobic, it doen’t growth 
in presence of oxygen!!!



B. anthracis and the anthrax spores



Dryer constructed in 1993 by Aum Shinrikyo for anthrax
spores production

www.cnas.org



pXO1, codes for toxins

pXO2, codes for 
the capsule

B.anthracis plasmids



In 1993, Bacillus anthacis sprayed from Aum 
Shinrikyo headquarters building 

In 1993, a liquid suspension of Bacillus 
anthracis was aerosolized from the roof of 
an eight-story building in Kameido, Tokyo, 
Japan, by the religious group Aum Shinrikyo. 
(photographs taken July 1, 1993, by the Department of Environment, Koto ward). 

This dish was used to identify anthrax in fluid 
collected from the site of a bioterrorism incident in 
Kameido, Tokyo, in 1993.

pXO1, codes for the tripartite toxin

pXO2, codes for the capsule



In 2001 anthrax attacks in the United States



List of incidents involving Ricin
•September 1978, London, UK, assassination of Georgi Markov
•August 1981, Vienna, Virginia, US, assassination attempt on Boris Korczak
•December 1995, Onia, Arkansas, US
•January 1997, Janesville, Wisconsin, US
•April 1997, James Dalton Bell
•March 1998, Michigan, US
•November 1999, Tampa, Florida, US
•August 2001, Russia and Chechnya
•June 2002, Spokane Valley, WA
•August 2002, Ansar al-Islam
•January 2003 arrests in Britain
•2003 letters in the US
•January 2006, Richmond, Virginia, US
•February 2008, Las Vegas, Nevada, US
•January 2009, Seattle, Washington, US
•June 2009, County Durham, England
•June 2009, Everett, Washington, US
•January 2011, Akron, Ohio, US
•November 2011, Gainesville, Georgia, US
•April 2013, Washington, DC, US
•May 2013, Shannon Richardson incident
•October 2, 2013, Logan, Utah, US
•March 2014, Hatboro, Pennsylvania, US
•July 2015, Liverpool incident
•February 2017, Fannin County, Georgia, US
•May 18, 2018, Paris, France
•June 15, 2018, Cologne, Germany
•October 6, 2018, Republican/Washington D.C. incident
•September 2020, Washington, DC, US https://wikivisually.com/wiki/List_of_incidents_involving_ricin



The russian poison laboratory
The KGB had its own specialist poison laboratory, former officiers, some 
retired, some defectors, had confirmed its existence. The poison factory
was established in 1921. Its core function was experimenting with poisons
and other lethal substances on behalf of the state.
Western intelligence experts belive its efforts were originally directed
towards using poison on the battlefield. Tests were unsuccesful. 
The KGB concluded that poisons were better used to eliminate 
individuals. The secret KGB laboratory was at N°1 Academician Varga
Street, in Moscow. The lab produced a wide range of drugs, including
poisons, narcotics and psychotropic substances.
This KGB’s poisons unit was involved in the dissident Georgi Markov’s
murder in 1978. He was killed by ricin, the murder has used an umbrella
with a sofisticated mechanism to deliver a capsule containing ricin in 
Markov’s leg. 
(A very expensive poison, Luke Harding, 2016).

This tiny ricin-filled pellet
killed Markov, the autopsy
revealed, this 1.7mm 
platinum pellet with a ricin-
filled cavity was found in his
body.



Recently popularized by its presence on the mega-hit TV 
show Breaking Bad, Ricin is a deadly poison that can swiftly
kill people.
Recently available for purchase at a site on the Dark Web 
called Black Market Reloaded, Ricin could be purchased in 
mass quantities.
Black Market Reloaded has since been shut down, with its
operator sent to federal prison for his part in manufacturing 
the illicit substance.
Despite the closure of Black Market Reloaded, Ricin can still
be found throughout the Dark Web along with a host of 
other deadly chemicals.

Deep Web, Dark Web, Tor and More: The Hidden Internet Uncovered - Digital.com 02/10/2018, 22(28
https://digital.com/blog/deep-dark-web/ 

Ricin toxin and the dark web



A student has been arrested after allegedly manufacturing the deadly poison ricin
in his university room. Daniel Harry Milzman was arrested on Friday for illegal
possession of a biological toxin, an FBI spokeswoman said.
The 19-year-old allegedly produced the substance using materials he purchased
from local shops, according to court papers. Police said he discovered a recipe for 
making it online. Somewhat bizarrely, Milzman, a student at Georgetown 
University, then reportedly decided to show some of the ricin to his residential
advisor, which led to his arrest.
He is said to have told investigators that during the production process he wore
goggles and a dust mask, which authorities later found in the room.
Milzman then used Epsom salts [Magnesium Sulfate] and castor beans, among
other materials, to make the ricin in his halls about a month ago, according to the 
court affidavit, storing what he had produced in plastic bags sealed with hockey 
tape. A federal laboratory tested the contents of the bags and confirmed that
they contained the ricin toxin. Georgetown University said in a statement on 
Wednesday that no one had been found suffering from exposure to ricin.
Joseph Laposata told WAMU his classmate was "obsessed" with AMC TV series
Breaking Bad and believed Milzman may have been inspired by events in the 
programme. 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/breaking-bad-obsessed-student-arrested-for-producing-ricin-in-his-university-bedroom-
9209763.html

Breaking Bad obsessed' student arrested for producing ricin
in his university bedroom

22 March 2014



Incidents involving ricin
On July 29, 2015, 31-year-old Mohammed Ali from Liverpool, England was convicted at the Old Bailey 
(The Central Criminal Court of England and Wales) of attempting to possess a chemical weapon. In 
January 2015, Ali had attempted to buy 500 mg of ricin on the dark web, but he had been in contact 
with an FBI agent and was sent a harmless powder. Ali said that he had been influenced by the 
television series Breaking Bad. On September 18, 2015, Ali was sentenced to eight years in prison.

"Breaking Bad fan guilty of Dark Web ricin plot". BBC News. July 29, 2015. 
 "Breaking Bad fan jailed over Dark Web ricin plot". BBC News. September 18, 2015.

Police used a UV light to spot Mohammed Ali had handled the toy car, which 
had been covered in invisible liquid

The court heard Mohammed Ali first heard 
about ricin on the television series Breaking Bad

Ali was sent what he thought was ricin concealed inside 
the battery compartment of a toy car
Under the username "Weirdos 0000", Ali struck a deal with a supplier
on the internet black market to buy 500 mg of powder for 500 US 
dollars (£320) - enough to kill 1,400 people.

Ricin toxin acquired on the dark web biological



Chinese National Cheng Le, who was living in New York City, attempted to order ricin through the dark net.
Ricin is a highly potent and potentially fatal toxin with no known antidote. According to U.S. Attorney for 
the Southern District of New York, Preet Bharara, “In Le’s own words, established at trial, he was looking
for simple and easy death pills and ways to commit 100% risk free murder.”
On a particular dark net marketplace in early December 2014, Le asked, “This might sound blunt but do you
sell ricin?” Unknown to Le, the person he was messaging wasn’t a lethal poison dealer, he was in fact and 
under cover FBI agent. Over the next couple weeks Le and the under cover agent exchanged more than 20 
encrypted messages.
Some of Le’s messages included:
“If the ricin is good quality, I’ve already had buyers lining up.”
“Does ricin have an antidote? Last I checked there isn’t one, isn’t it?”

Chinese National Sentence to 16 Years for Buying Ricin on Dark Net

https://www.deepdotweb.com/2016/04/21/chinese-national-sentence-16-years-buying-ricin-dark-net/

“The client would like to know if it is wise to use 
ricin on someone who is hospitalized…Injection
will leave needle holes on the body which could
be found in regular forensic examinations. But
hospitalized people already have needles in 
them so it wouldn’t be suspicious…”
“I’ll be trying out new methods in the future. 
After all, it is death itself we’re selling here, 
and the more risk-free, the more efficient we
can make it, the better.”
The Postal Employee had seen Le at the Post 
Office on multiple prior occasions and that Le 
has worn blue latex gloves on at least some of 
those occasions.



“Also, besides that one bottle of pills with one poisonous pill in there, 
can you send some extra loose powder/liquid ricin? I’d like to test something.”
During these exchanges of messages, Le revealed to the undercover agent that he 
had a specific victim in mind, “Someone middle aged, weighing around 200 pounds.” 
Ultimately, Le placed his order, paying in Bitcoin.
On December 18th, 2014, Le directed his contact to send a quantity of ricin to a 
rented postal box at a large Manhattan shipping store. Investigators later
determined Le had rented the P.O. box using the name of an individual whose
identity he had stolen.
The FBI prepared a mock shipment exactly as Le had requested, with one small 
difference. The ricin pill concealed in a pill bottle and the loose ricin powder were
fake. On December 23rd, the fake shipment was delivered to the requested P.O. 
box. Le was using latex gloves, retrieved the package, opened it, and took it to his
apartment. Agents executed a search warrant, entered his apartment, collected
the evidence, and Le was arrested.
Le was tried by a federal jury and convicted in August 2015, among other things, 
attempting to possess a biological toxin for use as a weapon and aggravated
identity theft in relation to a terrorism offense. Last month he was sentenced to 
16 years in prison. A term that had been enhanced by the aggravated identity
theft charge. 

Chinese National Sentence to 16 Years for Buying Ricin on 
Dark Net

https://www.deepdotweb.com/2016/04/21/chinese-national-sentence-16-years-buying-ricin-dark-net/



MAY 18, 2018
PARIS (Reuters) –
France said on Friday it had thwarted a possible ricin attack after
intercepting messages on the secure social media platform Telegram and 
a source in the Paris prosecutor’s office said an Egyptian-born student
was in police custody.
Police raided the student’s residence in the capital’s densely populated
18th arrondissement (Montmartre and the Sacré Coeur) on May 11 on 
suspicion he had links to criminal networks, the source said. Four days
later he was placed under formal investigation and denied bail.
“We’re following a number of people on (social media) networks. These
two happened to be on Telegram,” Interior Minister Collomb told BFM 
TV. “We were able to trace them, identify this plot and stop them.”
It is unclear how police were able to decipher their Telegram exchanges
given its reputedly impenetrable nature.
Collomb said the student possessed “instructions on how to build ricin-
based poisons.”

France foils possible ricin plot by Egyptian-
born student

The foiled ricin plot follows a knife attack in Paris on Saturday May 12 in which one
man died and five others were injured CREDIT: LE PICTORIUM/BARCROFT 
IMAGES



German police are searching flats in a Cologne tower block where a Tunisian man is suspected
of having kept highly toxic ricin.
The 29-year-old man, named in German media only as Sief Allah H, is being questioned by 
police.
Police stormed his flat on Tuesday and found a chemical which turned out to be ricin. He is
suspected of planning a biological terror attack.
German security sources quoted by RP news, which is based in the Cologne region, said the 
quantity of ricin found was enough for up to 1,000 toxic doses.
Police have sealed off the apartment block in Cologne-Chorweiler district. They are searching
two flats rented by the suspect, as well as six other empty flats and some public areas in the 
building.
The authorities say there is no immediate danger to the other residents.
Experts from the Robert Koch Institute - a prestigious scientific research centre - are with 
police at the scene.
Germany's top constitutional protection official, Hans-Georg Maassen, said it was "very
probable that a terror attack was foiled here".
German media report that the suspect was investigated after he had bought 1,000 castor
seeds - commonly called "beans" - and an electric coffee grinder on the internet.
Police reported they found 84.3 mg of ricin and 3,150 castor seeds used to manufacture the 
toxin.

Ricin threat: Cologne anti-terror police search flats
15 June 2018



3 October 2018. The F.B.I. on Wednesday arrested a Navy veteran suspected of sending two
envelopes to the Pentagon this week that contained raw materials for the deadly poison ricin. 
The man, William Clyde Allen III, was detained at a home in Logan, Utah.
Two envelopes addressed to Defense Secretary Jim Mattis and to the chief of the United
States Navy, Adm. John Richardson, set off alarms in a mail screening facility outside the 
Pentagon on Monday. No one was injured. 
Defense officials had suspected that the letters contained ricin, but a Pentagon spokeswoman
said on Wednesday that they actually contained castor beans, the raw material from which
ricin is made. She said the F.B.I. was investigating. Another letter suspected of containing
ricin was sent to President Trump at the White House on Monday, but was intercepted by the 
Secret Service. In a statement, the Secret Service said no one was injured.

Ricin sent to Pentagon, F.B.I. Arrests Utah Man

Defense Department workers in protective suits screened mail on 
Tuesday, after the discovery of two envelopes thought to contain
the deadly poison ricin.

A Facebook account matching
Mr. Allen’s name and location 
contained posts about
Christianity and the golden
ratio, but also a post 
suggesting he had watched
online videos about extracting
cyanide from apple seeds.



Un palestinese di 38 anni, Alaji Amin, è stato arrestato, con l'accusa di terrorismo, in un blitz avvenuto questa mattina a Macomer 
(Nuoro) e coordinato da reparti speciali del Nocs, della Digos di Nuoro e di Cagliari e della Dda del capoluogo sardo. Il sospetto è che 
l'uomo stesse preparando un attentato con armi chimiche in Sardegna. L'obiettivo del presunto terrorista potrebbe essere una 
caserma dell'esercito. Il Messaggero.

Voleva avvelenare acquedotti pubblici utilizzando veleni come antrace e ricina. È questo il sospetto degli inquirenti che, questa mattina  
in pieno centro a Macomer, con un blitz dei Nocs hanno arrestato per associazione terroristica internazionale Amin Al Haj, 38enne di 
origini arabe. Unione Sarda.

L’obiettivo era quello di preparare un ordigno chimico-biologico, da utilizzare per avvelenare falde acquifere, serbatoi o acquedotti 
attraverso l’antrace e pesticidi. Cronache Nuoresi.

Un palestinese di 38 anni, Alaji Amin, è stato arrestato, con l'accusa di terrorismo, in un blitz avvenuto questa mattina a Macomer 
(Nuoro) e coordinato da reparti speciali del Nocs, della Digos di Nuoro e di Cagliari e della Dda del capoluogo sardo. Il sospetto è che 
l'uomo stesse preparando un attentato con armi chimiche in Sardegna. L'obiettivo del presunto terrorista potrebbe essere una 
caserma dell'esercito. Aveva intenzione di mettere a segno un attentato in Sardegna avvelenando la condotta idrica potabile 
dell'Esercito a Macomer, appunto, con un pesticida. Avrebbe tentato infatti di comprare online del Metomil: anche un suo cugino, in 
passato, avrebbe tentato un attentato simile avvelenando una cisterna d'acqua utilizzata dall'esercito libanese. Leggo.

Un ordigno chimico-biologico, da utilizzare per avvelenare falde acquifere, serbatoi o acquedotti. Secondo quanto si apprende da fonti 
investigative era questo l’obiettivo del 38enne palestinese affiliato all’Isis arrestato stamani dai Nocs e dalle Digos di Cagliari e Nuoro 
. L’obiettivo poteva essere proprio la caserma del 5° reggimento Genio Guastatori della Brigata Sassari. La polizia lo monitorava quindi e 
lo avrebbero bloccato proprio attraverso lo sviluppo delle indagini connesse al tentativo di acquisto sul web di materiali utili a 
confezionare l’ordigno. Sono in corso perquisizioni in casa del 38enne e di altre persone a lui vicine. Cagliaripad.

Il 38enne, infatti, dopo aver aiutato il cugino a pianificare l'avvelenamento con la ricina di alcuni serbatoi d'acqua da cui si
approvvigionava l'esercito libanese, aveva tentato di acquistare analoghi prodotti nocivi una volta rientrato in Italia. Aveva anche 
chiesto allo stesso cugino di vedere alcuni filmati e di leggere i documenti in cui veniva spiegato come ottenere la ricina. Tornato a 
Macomer, risulta che Amin avesse continuato ad avere contatti con il parente libanese. Insieme avrebbero progettato di contaminare 
alcuni alimenti con la polvere di ricina durante un evento pubblico in Sardegna. Il 38enne ha visitato numerosi siti internet mostrando 
"un inconsueto, ma perseverante interesse per alcune microtossine (micotossine!) afferenti alla filiera agro-alimentare e per le 
conseguenze sulla salute pubblica", scrive la Gip del tribunale di Cagliari nell'ordinanza di applicazione della misura cautelare. In 
particolare Amin si sarebbe documentato sulle cosiddette "aflatossine", della categoria più pericolosa, e sul methomil (insetticida). Ma 
avrebbe anche studiato un pesticida, il Lannate 90, non commerciabile in Italia perché ha concentrazioni superiori a quanto consentito 
dalla normativa vigente. Per procurarsi il materiale, il presunto terrorista avrebbe anche visitato siti esteri per l'acquisto on-line. Ansa.

Operazione antiterrorismo a Macomer, Sardegna
28 novembre 2018



Sep 14, 2020. LOS ANGELES, CA — A La Crescenta man was sentenced Monday to 3 1/2 
years behind bars for attempting to obtain deadly biological toxins via the dark web and 
ship the poisons through the mail to a commercial building in downtown Los Angeles.
Steve S. Kim, 42, now claims he intended to use ricin to commit suicide, but there are 
indications he may have planned to murder his wife or another person with the undetectable
toxin, according to the U.S. Attorney's Office.
Defendant was lucid, logical, and knew what he was doing when he accessed the dark web 
multiple times to attempt to purchase dangerous toxins. Two psychological reports have
been prepared in this matter and both conclude that defendant was well aware that he was
engaging in very dangerous and illegal crimes, and did so without regard to the safety of the 
community.

Kim pleaded guilty last year before U.S. District Judge Terry J. Hatter to one count of 
violating a federal criminal statute called prohibition with respect to biological weapons.

Over a two-month period late in 2018, Kim attempted to obtain ricin and cyanide (cianuro) 
from what he thought was an online seller but in fact was an undercover FBI operative.

In a sting operation, the FBI concealed a substance purported to be ricin inside another
product, and the package was delivered to Kim's work address in Los Angeles. Kim agreed to 
pay 320 Euros -- about $350 -- in bitcoin for the toxin. That evening, Kim took the parcel
home, accessed the fake ricin, and was immediately placed under arrest.

LA County Man Tried To Buy Ricin On Dark Web Shipped Via Mail

https://patch.com/california/los-angeles/la-county-man-tried-buy-ricin-dark-web-shipped-mail



• Semi di ricina: vivaio o deepweb

• I semi vengono frullati o macinati. Frullatore o macina-caffè

• Sale ed acqua (lo studente americano aveva usato solfato di magnesio)

• Filtraggio con calze Cromatografia per purificare la ricina. Può essere

sostituita da un tubo di vetro con resina all’interno.

• Articoli scientifici degli anni ‘70 descrivono i metodi più semplici per
purificare la tossina.

• Tossicità 1µg/kg in animali. La sola catena A, subunità catalitica, 10mg/ml.

• In caso di ingestione accidentale, immediata somministrazione di
latte, 1 litro: la subunità B ha alta affinità per il galattosio, che
è presente nel lattosio (glucosio+galattosio).

’Do it yourself’ ricin



Ricinus communis from the web

https://www.venditapianteonline.it/shop/ricino-ricinus-communis/

https://www.amazon.it/Vivai-Georgiche-Ricino-
RICINUS-COMMUNIS/dp/B011IS6FBK

https://www.ebay.com/p/15-Castor-Bean-Seeds-Ricinus-Communis/2210705240 https://www.ebay.com/itm/80-Castor-Bean-SEEDS-Ricinus-Communis-BULK-
/150840631050



Biological toxin: ricin
• 2011, the US, a plot to produce ricin for use as a weapon
• against federal government officials
• 2013, the US, multiple envelopes with ricin sent the US President, the US senator and a 

local judge. 41-year-old man was charged with the crime. 
• 2013, the US, multiple envelopes containing ricin sent to the US President and other high 

profile public officials that expressed support for gun control legislation. 35 year-old
woman pleaded guilty

• 2013, the US, letters with ricin sent to federal institutions. 37-year-old man was arrested. 
• 2015, the US, 21-years-old-man tried to buy biological toxin ricin on the underground 

Internet marketplace. 
• Several cases of possession and criminal use
• Biological toxin: abrin
• 2013/2014, the US, production and sale of abrin online on the underground market place

Black Market Reloaded
• 2014, the UK, purchase of abrin online by 36-year-old woman with intention to kill her

mother
• 2014, Denmark, purchase of abrin by 33-year-old man with a plan to kill person living 

abroad
• 2015, UK, 16-years-old boy was arrested for attempting to acquire 10 mg of abrin on the 

Darknet

EU Terrorism Situation & Trends Report (TE-SAT) 2015



Abrin toxin

•Abrin is a highly toxic toxalbumin
found in the seeds of the rosary pea (or 
jequirity pea), Abrus precatorius. It is 
similar to ricin, a toxin found in the 
seeds of the castor bean plant, but is 
30 times more toxic (The median toxic
dose for humans ranges from 10 to 
1000 micrograms per kilogram when
ingested and is 3.3 micrograms per 
kilogram when inhaled)
•Can be made in the form of a powder, a 
mist, or a pellet, or can be dissolved in 
water
•Abrin is used in medical research 
because of its potential as to kill cancer 
cells
•It kills by preventing human cells from 
making the proteins they need
•There is no known antidote for abrin 
poisoning



A russian
whistleblower
poisoned with

Gelsemium elegans

Also known as ‘heartbreak grass’



Dubrovka Theater crisis
On October 2002, after Chechen rebels stormed a Moscow theater and trapped more than 800 people
for 57 hours, Russian troops released a mysterious gas into the theater. The gas was intended to
incapacitate the rebels—which it did—-but it also ended up killing more than 120 of the hostages.
That gas contained carfentanil*, an opioid 10,000 times more powerful than morphine and 100 times
more powerful than fentanyl. Fentanyl has received increased media attention in recent years because
of the U.S. opioid crisis, but carfentanil has also been seeping into the American drug market and
causing overdose deaths. So yes, carfentanil is a drug that Americans are overdosing on—and it’s also a
weapon banned by the Chemical Weapons Convention. As the then-unknown gas filled the theater,
hostages and rebels alike passed out or died immediately.
Nearly 16 years later, Russia still hasn’t admitted what was in the gas, and has only acknowledged that it
contained fentanyl-related compounds. But in 2012, a group of British scientists analyzed clothing from
two survivors and urine from a third survivor. They determined that the gas contained the extremely
potent drug carfentanil.

Special forces soldiers carrying out 
hostages from the Moscow theatre after 
the three-day stand off.

https://www.history.com/news/opioid-
chemical-weapons-moscow-theater-
hostage-crisis

*Carfentanil is a substance used as an
elephant tranquilizer, so powerful a single
kilogram can produce 50 million lethal
doses.



Opiates
Opioid a broader term, includes all drugs with opium-like effects, including: 
• opiates, natural analgesic alkaloid compounds found in the opium poppy plant 

Papaver somniferum. The psychoactive compounds found in the opium plant include 
morphine, codeine, and thebaine

• semi-synthetic opioids derived from morphine (such as heroin, hydrocodone, 
hydromorphone, oxycodone, and oxymorphone)

• synthetic opioids which are not derived from morphine (such as fentanyl, 
buprenorphine, and methadone). 

WHO classification:
• Weak opioids (e.g. tramadol, codeine)
• Strong opioids (e.g. morphine, oxycodone, fentanyl)

1Kg opium-100-200 gr Morphine-60-70 gr of heroin



Conversion of morphine to heroin base

The differences in the structures of these compounds lead to their differing levels of
biological activity. From a chemical standpoint, morphine and heroin are quite similar.
In fact, heroin is diacetylmorphine, a morphine molecule with two acetyl groups
attached. This has the effect of making it more lipid-soluble, which makes it cross the
blood-brain barrier more easily.
Heroin does not occur naturally in the poppy and as such is classified as a semi-
synthetic opioid.



Crisi oppioide

Negli Usa la crisi degli oppiacei è stata dichiarata “emergenza sanitaria nazionale” dal
presidente Trump nell'ottobre 2017. Nel 2016 negli Stati Uniti sono morte per overdose da
oppiacei più di 42 mila persone e il 40% di questi decessi sono stati causati da farmaci
analgesici venduti con ricetta. Gran parte dell'aumento delle vittime è attribuito al fentanil,
oppioide sintetico, che è normalmente utilizzato come anestetico durante gli interventi
chirurgici o per la gestione del dolore (5000 volte piu’ potente dell’eroina); questa sostanza
ha pero’ un effetto depressivo sul sistema respiratorio, che ne determina la letalità.
Il fentanil o il carfentanil (sono prodotte molte altre molecole simili) secondo la DEA
americana proviene da laboratori cinesi e vengono venduti prevalentemente via internet,
attraverso il darkweb, e spedito per posta direttamente a casa.

Gli spacciatori tagliano l’eroina con il fentanil perché questa sostanza induce una dipendenza
immediata, ma per i consumatori di eroina è quasi impossibile accorgersi della sua presenza.

Nel 2019 un 42enne di Desenzano, in provincia di Brescia, è stato arrestato dai carabinieri
perché in casa sua sono stati trovati 1400 euro in contanti e 23 grammi di fentanyl. Si tratta
del primo arresto in Lombardia di un pusher di fentanyl, facendo scattare l’allarme su una
sostanza che si credeva non fosse presente in Italia.



Fentanyl and counterfeit prescription pills 
Fentanyl is a potent synthetic opiate – the standard formulation is 50-100 times stronger
than morphine – developed in 1959 that came into widespread medical use in the 1990s. It’s
now widely used as a treatment for severe pain in everything from surgery to cancer
therapy. The dozens of its cousins now flooding America’s street drugs range to far, far
stronger and more dangerous, including carfentanil, an elephant tranquilizer.
Most of the time, users no longer know exactly what they are taking. When Prince took
those bought-off-the-street pills labelled as painkillers in April 2016, he didn’t know that
they contained a lethal amount of fentanyl that would leave him dead in an elevator at his
Minnesota estate.
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/12/07/china-killed-prince-drugs-…dium=email&utm_campaign

The profitability of fentanyls provides a strong motive for traffickers to produce
counterfeit prescription pills to expand the current user base. Traffickers can typically
purchase a kilogram of fentanyl powder for a few thousand dollars from a Chinese supplier,
transform it into hundreds of thousands of pills, and sell the counterfeit pills for millions of
dollars in profit. Potential Revenue Generated from Fentanyl Pill Sales Using 1 Kilogram of
Fentanyl: 1 million pills (1 milligram), $20 million ($20 per pill).
How much fentanyl is in the counterfeit pills, and the dosage varies between vendors and
batches. One 2016 seizure of counterfeit prescription pills had approximately 1.8 milligrams
of fentanyl in each pill. Such a large amount of fentanyl in each pill is alarming considering
that approximately 2 milligrams is a lethal dose for most non-opioid-dependent individuals.
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Illicit Fentanyl and Fentanyl Precursor Flow 
Originating in China

May 2015 - Chinese 
Customs officials 
seized 46 kilograms 
of fentanyl and 26 
kilograms of acetyl 
fentanyl hidden in a 
cargo container 
destined for 
Mexico. Six 
customs officials 
became ill and one 
fell into a coma as a 
result of handling 
the fentanyls. The 
fentanyls had been 
transferred 
through five 
different freight 
forwarders before 
arriving at 
customs.
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Fentanyl and analogues
The quantity of "non-scheduled" synthetic drugs
has rapidly risen.
Such drugs can be variants of narcotics whose
slight molecular differences mean they are not
formally proscribed. The speed with which
chemists evade the law has also illuminated one of
the weaknesses in China's crackdown: Beijing
outlaws individual chemical formulations. Canada,
by contrast, bans types of drugs – such as
fentanyl – as well as derivative modifications,
which could be analogues or salts.
The international community has also pressed
China to ban chemical ingredients, or precursors,
used to make narcotics such asfentanyl. China is
analyzing a further 30 substances for possible
addition to its existing banned list. Not among
them, however, is W-18, a potent research
chemical that Canadian police suspect is
manufactured by Chinese labs.
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/china-claiming-success-
…yl-admits-it-is-being-outrun-by-criminal-chemists/article35356510/
PUBLISHED JUNE 19, 2017
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At an unspecified date in “mid 2017,” the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) 
identified a so-called “group of darknet dealers” and needed the assistance of 
a special unit of the Köln (Cologne) public prosecutor’s office. They called
upon the Central Contact Point for Cybercrime in North Rhine-Westphalia. 
The suspected darknet dealers gave investigators a case with what law 
enforcement believed to be an increased risk. The vendors not only sold
drugs, but also dealt with a biological weapon and a highly toxic chemical used
in drug synthesis and as a weapon throughout history.
Once investigators had identified the group members—two brothers from 
Hamm and one man from Mölln—had gathered enough evidence to make an 
arrest, and had located the suspect’s houses, they moved in. They raided
homes in both cities, arrested all three suspects, and seized evidence. Among
that evidence was shipping containers, scales, “several liters of an unknown
liquid,” and one kilogram of white powder.
The trio dealt fentanyl and carfentanil on several darknet markets and 
underground forums. The shipping material, drugs, and liters of liquids were
discovered at the house of one of the Hamm brothers. One was 33-years-old 
and the other was 44-years-old. Authorities did not reveal which one owned
the house with the evidence. The third suspect was a 26-year-old from Mölln. 
One of the three also sold toxins, authorities suspected. Again, the suspect
was not revealed.

https://www.deepdotweb.com/2017/09/18/vendors-germany-dealt-carfentanil-biological-weapon/

Vendors in Germany Dealt with Carfentanil and a 
Biological Weapon



However, the alleged toxin seller sold botulinum toxin (BTX) and possessed potassium
cyanide (KCN). Botulinum toxin is currently manufactured for various medical uses
under the brand name “Botox,” among others. BTX is considered safe for use in 
humans in medical settings, but has been acknowledged as a bioterrorism weapon. 
Although militaries had stockpiled BTX at one point, the toxin does not seem to have
been involved in any mass-murders or in a warfare setting aside from an isolated
incident in Japan with no casualties due to BTX. The U.S. and Russia both gave up on 
weaponizing BTX as doing so proved far less effective and economical than weaponizing
anthrax or smallpox. The fear, however, is the relative ease required to produce 
aerosol sprays.
While the seller could have intended the BTX for medical use, he is under suspicion
for selling a biological weapon. At the bare minimum, he violated special trade laws
required for selling BTX. Potassium cyanide needs no introduction but the group more 
than likely used the chemical in carfentanil production as described in the Reiff and 
Sollman patent. And regardless of intent with this one, at a minimum, he violated
regulations under the Chemical Prohibitions Act.
One local news station wrote:
“The prosecutor’s office in Cologne is investigating the two hammers for violation of 
the Narcotics, War Weapons Control and the Chemicals Act. The long-drawn-out 
deployment began around 10 o’clock. Special forces of the GSG9 unit were also on site. 
The Analytical Taskforce of the Dortmund Fire Brigade was also involved to analyze
chemical substances immediately.”
At the worst, the set chemicals were sold with an ulterior motive.

https://www.deepdotweb.com/2017/09/18/vendors-germany-dealt-carfentanil-biological-weapon/
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2018. Becky Pinkard, vice president of the cybersecurity firm Digital Shadows 
told Sky News: “There is a thriving chemical research community that exists and 
is active on the dark web, which informs people of how to build their own drugs 
laboratory in a similar fashion to the television show Breaking Bad”.
https://news.sky.com/story/can-you-buy-chemical-weapons-on-the-dark-web-11297819

Dream market





Why Russia Keeps Poisoning People
Foreign Policy «Why Russia Keeps Poisoning People BY AMY MACKINNON, AUGUST 1, 2019, 3:28 PM»
A leading Russian opposition figure, Alexei Navalny, was taken to the hospital after developing an allergic reaction that one of 
his doctors said could have been caused by an unknown chemical substance.
The news caused instant alarm in a country with a long history of poisoning dissidents and defectors. The fact that people
were so quick to point their fingers at the Russian authorities is testament to the sheer number of Kremlin critics who have
fallen ill, and even died, after coming into contact with mysterious chemical substances. And it raised more than a few
questions about what the Kremlin is really up to, if it indeed is behind all these incidents.
One possible explanation is that poisoning leaves the Kremlin a veneer of plausible deniability, even as it makes a great impact 
on public sensibilities, said Mark Galeotti, a senior associate fellow at the Royal United Services Institute. “One of poison’s
great virtues for the politically minded murderer is their capacity to combine easy deniability and vicious theatricality. Even
while the murderer denies any role, perhaps with a sly wink, the victim dies a horrific and often lengthy death. A message in a 
poison bottle,” he said. The effects of suspected Russian poisonings have varied radically, from Alexander Litvinenko, who
was poisoned to death with the rare radioactive isotope polonium-210, to the permanent facial disfigurement of former
Ukrainian President Viktor Yushchenko. The question of who ordered or carried out the poisoning of Yushchenko, a pro-
Western politician, has never been fully answered, but suspicion immediately fell on the Ukrainian and Russian security 
services. (His opponents claimed that he had a bad reaction to eating sushi) Others have lived to tell the tale, such as the 
Russian democracy campaigner Vladimir Kara-Murza, who has survived two suspected poisonings. But Kara-Murza said his
doctor told him he likely wouldn’t survive a third.
It took more than eight years and tireless campaigning by his widow before the British authorities opened an inquiry into the 
poisoning of Litvinenko, which in 2016 ultimately concluded that his killing was “probably” personally approved by Russian 
President Vladimir Putin.
Another reason for the poisonings might be simpler: experience. The Kremlin has always had this array of tools at hand, 
Galeotti said. During the Cold War, the Soviet Union invested heavily in the development of poisons as a way of taking out 
enemies, research that experts believe may be continuing to this day. Laboratory No. 12 on the outskirts of Moscow was
established on the order of Vladimir Lenin in 1921 and went on to research and manufacture poisons, drugs, and psychotropic
substances. Tested on human subjects, the poisons were deployed against dissenting voices throughout the Cold War. Perhaps
no incident is more infamous than the murder of Georgi Markov, a Bulgarian dissident who died after he was pricked by the 
poisoned tip of an umbrella on Waterloo Bridge in London.



The United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (ODA) exists to facilitate the international disarmament of nuclear, 
chemical, and biological weaponry. It promotes the international disarmament of non- WMDs as well, although not to the 
extent of WMD elimination.

The U.N.'s disarmament chief warned Wednesday that terrorists and non-state actors are using the so-called dark web to 
seek the tools to make and deliver weapons of mass destruction.
"The global reach and anonymity of the dark web provides non-state actors with new marketplaces to acquire dual-use 
equipment and materials," U.N. High Representative for Disarmament A!airs Izumi Nakamitsu told a meeting of the U.N. 
Security Council. The United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (ODA) exists to facilitate the international
disarmament of nuclear, chemical, and Nakamitsu said that dual-use items are complicating their e!orts to address the 
risks posed by WMD.
We must keep in mind that many of the technologies, goods and raw materials required for developing weapons of mass 
destruction and their means of delivery derive from legitimate commercial applications that benefit many people," she said. 
Nakamitsu added that it is important to strike the right balance between collective security and commercial opportunity
with preventing proliferation.
"While there are still significant technical hurdles that terrorist groups need to overcome to e!ectively use weapons of 
mass destruction, a growing number of emerging technologies could make this barrier easier to cross," Nakamitsu said.
Emerging concerns include many of the technologies, goods and raw materials required to produce weapons of mass 
destruction and their delivery systems are available through legitimate producers. This underlines the importance of 
international cooperation and dialogue with the private sector in tackling illicit trafficking routes so as to prevent terrorist
actions.”

In addition to the dark web, she said the use of drones and 3-D printers by non state actors are also growing concerns. 
Nakamitsu urged intensified international cooperation to make it harder for terrorists and criminals to illegally tra"c
sensitive materials.
OPCW is working to enhance the security of the global supply chain of dual-use materials and technologies, including
working with international customs o"cials. He said the organization also works closely with the international chemical
industry, to ensure that toxic chemicals do not fall into the wrong hands.

Representatives brought up the recent NotPetya cyberattack and the potential damage an attack like that could cause. 
NotPetya brought down the Chernobyl radiation monitoring systems and website. The last active nuclear power reactor
shutdown in 2000, but radiation from the 1986 meltdown survived. Reactor four still emits more than 25 times the normal
ambient radiation. For this and similar reasons, the government placed geiger counters throughout the location that warn
of radiation spikes.
If the next attack caused more damage than NotPetya to a nuclear facility, the fallout could be far worse. 
Representatives agreed that a framework that included regulation for modern criminal activity.

https://www.voanews.com/a/terrorists-dark-web-weapons-mass-destruction-united-nations/3920135.html
June 28, 2017

UN: Terrorists Using 'Dark Web' in Pursuit of WMDs



The economy of the dark web is driven by its ability to resist the enforcement of laws prohibiting the 
trade of particular items. Cybersecurity firm Digital Shadows found plenty of drugs manufacturing 
guides available on the dark web, but there was no indication that these covered chemical weapons. 
Equally, there was no suggestion that chemical weapons themselves were being sold on dark net markets.
Part of it is dependent on the consumer market approach, on consumer demand. The market for chemical
weapons is tiny compared with the market for fake currency or drugs.
The time to be served for developing and selling a nerve agent means that the risk outweighs the reward, 
and the challenge regarding transporting the material is very difficult."
There is a thriving chemical research community that exists and is active on the dark web, Ms Pinkard
told Sky News, which informs people of how to build their own drugs laboratory in a similar fashion to the 
television show Breaking Bad.
These "mainly focus on the production of MDMA", according to Ms Pinkard, and are resistant to talking
about manufacturing poisons. In 2015, a software programmer from Liverpool was jailed after attempting
to purchase the toxin ricin from an undercover FBI agent in the US.
The fear that the attempted procurement of materials which could be used for terror purposes will
result in a sting operation is even common among jihadist forums, Ms Pinkard told Sky News.
Terror group al Qaeda had designed a poison gas bomb which it intended to detonate in the subway
system of New York, although this attack did not take place.
Digital Shadows told Sky News that one of its ex-military staff members was involved in handling
dangerous materials as part of his military career.
They reported him saying: "You would need significant skills to develop a chemical weapon and not kill
yourself. There's no guarantee you wouldn't harm yourself or screw up in the process."
Stewart Bertram, the director of threat intelligence at Digital Shadows, told Sky News: "If nerve agents 
are being sold, then we're not seeing it.

https://news.sky.com/story/can-you-buy-chemical-weapons-on-the-dark-web-11297819

Can you buy chemical weapons on the dark web?



In December 2014, Cheng Le did attempt to develop, 
produce, stockpile, transfer, acquire, retain, and possess a 
biological toxin, ricin, for use as a weapon. A FBI OCE (FBI 
online covert employee) assumed an online Dark web identity, 
which was prevoiusly been used by a trafficker in illicit
materials, including, among other things, biological toxins. 
They exchanged emails and OCE sold ricin to Cheng Le and 
sent to an address in Manhattan. Cheng Le was arrested. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/253276087/Cheng-Le-
Complaint#download&from_embed



Law enforcement officers have seen shoppers on underground markets
looking for weapons of mass destruction, including "biological toxins, 
explosives and other dangerous materials."
Though there are willing buyers, it's unclear if there are suppliers. Leroy 
Terrelonge, a director of research for cyber intelligence firm Flashpoint, 
said the Tor-based site most likely used is AlphaBay, currently the most
popular dark market. Looking across AlphaBay and the many other markets on 
Tor, Terrelonge has seen a handful of examples where such materials have
been sold, but it isn't clear if the dealers are for real or scammers taking
advantage of consumer interest.
One seller was flogging a range of toxic goods - including Polonium-210, 
arsenic, botulinum toxin type A, arsenic oxide powder - Terrelonge said, but
they'd only been given five positive reviews, which could easily have been
faked. (On dark markets, reputation is everything). Later, however, 
he observed another offering cyanide. "This actor had 41 positive reviews - it
is a much more difficult undertaking to fake 40 profiles on these online 
markets, so this actor has a higher chance of being legitimate," he added.
According to Emily Wilson, director of analysis at dark web specialists
Terbium Labs, most weapons markets are scams or honeypots set up to 
ensnare buyers. But those that are legitimate deal in far more traditional
weapons: sniper rifles, handguns and the occasional grenade launcher, Wilson 
said. "On the major markets you're more likely to find modified tazers, 
hunting knives, police batons."
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2017/06/13/mail-bomb-buyer-busted-on-dark-web/#1df18684eead
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Molecular Investigation of the Aum Shinrikyo Anthrax Release in Kameido, 
Japan

In 1993, the Aum Shinrikyo cult aerosolized Bacillus anthracis spores over Kameido, Japan. Spore samples were obtained from the release site, 
cultured, and characterized by molecular genetic typing. The isolates were consistent with strain Sterne 34F2, which is used in Japan for animal
prophylaxis against anthrax.
Strain identification inBacillus anthracis has been problematic due to a lack of distinguishing features, both phenotypic and molecular. With the 
identification of variable-number tandem repeats (VNTRs), identification of strains (unique genotypes) by multiple-locus VNTR analysis (MLVA) is now
possible, and worldwide clone-based diversity patterns have been demonstrate. The VNTR loci are hypervariable and have multiple allelic states that
provide high discrimination capacity for differentiating among strains and for identifying evolutionary relationships. There are about six major 
worldwide clonal lineages and nearly 100 unique types now known.
In June 1993, the Aum Shinrikyo cult sprayed a liquid suspension ofB. anthracis from their headquarters building in Kameido, near Tokyo, Japan. 
While this aerosolization went largely unnoticed, the cult's later (1995) sarin gas attack of a Tokyo subway attracted worldwide attention. It was only
with testimony of cult members and a retrospective investigation that the 1993 incident was recognized as an anthrax release. The cult had
developed and constructed a delivery system that involved the pumping of a liquid bacterial suspension up eight floors of their headquarters building 
to an aerosol dispersal device on the roof. During the aerosol dispersal, health authorities received numerous public complaints concerning odors
emanating from the building. Upon investigation, they observed and collected a fluid from the outside of the building. An archived (stored at 4°C) 
portion of this fluid was analyzed in this study.
Researchers examined the fluid collected from the Aum Shinrikyo headquarters for bacterial content. Microscopically, malachite green and safranin
staining revealed stained spores, a large amount of debris, and other bacterial cells. Aliquots of the fluid were cultured by spreading on sheep blood
agar plates and incubated at 37°C under ambient CO2 concentrations. Approximately 4 × 104 CFU per ml were observed, though most of the colonies
grew only weakly. This weak growth was inconsistent with normal B. anthracis characteristics under these conditions, and they did not investigate 
these poorly growing bacteria further. About 10% of the colonies were typical of B. anthracis and had robust nonhemolytic “gray ground glass” 
colonies, ca. 4 × 103CFU per ml. Forty-eight of these colonies were purified by single-colony streaking and subjected to MLVA. All 48 isolated colonies
were determined to be B. anthracis and to have identical MLVA genotypes. The DNA isolation and MLVA genotyping were performed as previously
described, and results were then compared to an electronic database of worldwide B. anthracis isolates. The eight VNTR marker analyses resulted in 
specific PCR amplicon sizes that had been previously observed only inB. anthracis. All 48 isolates had the following genotype:vrrA, 313 bp; vrrB 1, 229 
bp;vrrB 2, 162 bp; vrrC 1, 583 bp; vrrC 2, 532 bp; CG3, 158 bp; pXO1-aat, 129 bp; pXO2-at, no amplification. The lack of PCR amplification at the pXO2 
markers is consistent with strains that are missing the pXO2 plasmid entirely.
The MLVA genotype and the lack of amplification from the pXO2-at marker were consistent with results obtained with the Sterne vaccine strain. 
The Sterne strain is a member of the A3.b diversity cluster, and only four naturally occurring B. anthracis strains had the same seven-marker 
genotype. No other natural isolate that is also missing the pXO2 plasmid marker with this genotype has been observed. Given the commercial 
availability of the Sterne 34F2 vaccine strain in Japan for veterinary purposes, it is reasonable to conclude that the B. anthracis strain collected
from the Aum Shinrikyo headquarters building is indeed Sterne. There have been reports that the cult had obtained a veterinary vaccine strain of 
anthrax. Our MLVA results substantiate this and lend credence to the scenario that the cult was using this strain in their activities and possibly in 
bioterrorism attacks. It would seem to be a relatively easy undertaking for the cult to obtain a vial of the animal vaccine and cultivate the Sterne 
strain. It is clear from our analysis that the B. anthracis dispersal by the Aum Shinrikyo had little possibility for endangering human life.
Journal of Clinical Microbiology Dec 2001, 39 (12) 4566-4567.



Russia and Aum Shinrikyo: 1992
Seichi Endo, a microbiologist who graduated from Kyodo University, probably was the brain behind the Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo’s BW program.
Another murky affair with many unresolved loose ends concerns the relationship between the Russian government and the Japanese Aum Shinrikyo
sect, a nongovernmental entity. Th e assistance the sect obtained from se nior Rus sian government offi cials in its quest to develop and produce 
biological weapons is relevant. In 1992 a group of about a dozen important Rus sian po liti cal fi gures established the “Russian- Japanese University” 
in collaboration with Aum Shinrikyo. A central fi gure in this group was Oleg Lobov, who had been a close assistant to Boris Yeltsin when Yeltsin was
CPSU party secretary of the Sverdlovsk oblast. Lobov, described as “a conservative representative of the communist nomenklatura” later served as
secretary of Yeltsin’s National Security Council from 1993 to 1996. A delegation from the Aum group came to Rus sia and met with Lobov and some of 
his colleagues. Lobov was apparently instrumental in aiding the Aum group to obtain technological assistance of several kinds.
In Aum’s search for assistance in the BW fi eld, the Aum visitors were apparently directed to a person with very signifi cant knowledge of biological
weapons, Anatoly Vorobyov, Alibek’s pre de ces sor as deputy director of Biopreparat. It is also possible that they met with Pavel Syutkin, although
Japanese sources refer only to Vorobyov. Syutkin replaced Kuntsevich as head of President Yeltsin’s Committee for Problems of the Chemical and 
Biological Weapons Conventions, following Kuntsevich’s dismissal in 1994.
Prior to that Syutkin had been a se nior member of the Military Industrial Commission (VPK), with responsibility for research in the area of chemical
and biological weapons. Nevertheless, it is not known definitively who directed the Aum visitors or to which Russian individuals they were referred, 
because they also contacted a staff member of a Russian Duma committee in their search for the names of knowledgeable Russian BW experts that
they could approach. There is also no information available from Aum sources as to what they were able to obtain, or if in fact they were provided
with any assistance whatsoever. It is known that Aum’s efforts to produce both botulinum toxin and virulent B. anthracis failed, despite a four- year
effort, so it would not appear as if they were provided with any significant help.
However, armed with the knowledge that Aum officials might have met with Vorobyov, members of the US intelligence community either came to 
believe, or took the initiative to distribute, a piece of highly misleading information. They informed several members of the US BW community— and 
possibly others— that the Russian KGB had been responsible for supplying Aum with a vaccine (nonvirulent) strain of B. anthracis. They further
claimed that the strain was the Soviet- era anthracis vaccine strain, known as STI or ST- 1. This is a live vaccine strain developed only in the 
USSR/Russia and is distinct from the Sterne strain, which is used for vaccines in the West. The fact that Aum had attempted to weaponize a vaccine 
strain of B. anthracis was already known by 1999, but which particular vaccine strain the sect used for this purpose had not been positively identifi
ed. However, when a DNA analysis of the B. anthracis used by Aum was finally done, it was reported to be the standard, avirulent Sterne 34 F2 
strain, which was available in Japan and was used there for vaccines to protect domestic animals from anthrax. 
It remains unknown precisely how Aum obtained its sample of the Sterne strain, but the suggestion that the KGB gave the Aum group the Russian ST-
1 strain is disinformation.
It is known that members of the Japanese Aum Shinrikyo cult visited Russia in 1993 and apparently were able to arrange a visit to one of the former
Soviet Union’s formerly closed chemical facilities. There have been suggestions that while it was in Russia the Aum delegation either was able to 
purchase or was provided with the formulas for the chemical pathways used to produce sarin, the nerve agent that they used in 1994 in the city of 
Matsumoto and again in 1995 in the Tokyo subway system. However, the accuracy of this information is disputed, and no possibility of verifying the 
information has so far appeared.

M. Leitenberg, 2000, “Aum Shinrikyo’s Eff orts to Produce Biological Weapons:
A Case Study in the Serial Propagation of Misinformation.”
Paul Keim et al, “Molecular Investigation of the Aum Shinrikyo Anthrax Release
in Kameido, Japan,” Journal of Clinical Microbiology 39:12 (2011): 4566– 4567.
From: The Soviet Biological Weapons Program A History Milton Leitenberg and Raymond A. Zilinskas with Jens H. Kuhn harvard university
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• In former-Soviet Union countries, nuclear and radioactive materials have continued to appear on the black market 
since the early 1990s

• Nuclear power plants and nuclear weapon facilities in the EU remain an important target for jihadist terrorists or 
groups

• Chemical facilities or companies, especially these perceived as having a low profile until recently, can become a 
vulnerable target

• Terrorists prefer the use of conventional firearms and explosives because of their availability, simplicity and 
effectiveness.

The likelihood of a CBRN attack occurring is assessed as being low, but the consequences of such an incident remain
serious. In 2015 no major terrorist incidents with chemical, biological, nuclear or
other radioactive materials were disclosed by the EU Member States. To date terrorists and criminals seem to remain
interested in using weapons that are easily available, not too complex to operate, and which have direct and lethal
effects. These three factors – availability, uncomplicated knowledge and effectiveness, encourage terrorists to use 
conventional firearms and explosives.
Although CBRN materials remain highly attractive to terrorists, they are difficult to acquire, transport, handle and 
deploy without particular scientific knowledge and technology.
Nevertheless, several incidents in 2015 involved the actual or attempted malevolent use of CBRN materials with criminal
or unknown intentions. In recent years, jihadist terrorists and their sympathisers have regularly expressed threats
involving CBRN materials in their propaganda.
In 2015 two unrelated events involving attacks on chemical facilities took place in France. Although they were not
specifically classified as CBRN terrorist incidents, they perhaps illustrate the vulnerability of such facilities. In the 
first incident in June, the perpetrator drove his van into gas, acetone and liquid air containers, and attempted to ignite 
canisters containing flammable chemicals.
He also decapitated his former employer and attempted to kill two other persons. It was apparent that he used his
accreditation and insider knowledge to prepare and execute the attack. This event
has been categorised as a jihadist terrorist act. In the second incident in July, two massive simultaneous explosions
took place at a petrochemical plant in southern France. The explosions set alight two petrochemical tanks. A third
explosion failed to ignite another tank. French authorities recovered remains of explosive devices and discovered holes
cut in the fence protecting the plant. The
motivation of the perpetrators remains unknown. In both cases, perpetrators were able to easily access the facilities, 
ignite highly flammable chemicals, create explosions and cause significant damage at the facilities. Organisations usually
implement protection mechanisms and set security levels for their facilities based on the perceived risks and 
constraints of regulations. These incidents demonstrate that chemical plants - seen as having a lowprofile until recently
- are now becoming a target of choice for terrorist groups.
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The deliberate contamination of water supplies is seen as a plausible CBRN scenario. A few days after
the November 13th terrorist attacks in Paris, a number of protective suits, gloves and masks used to 
protect individuals from exposure to biological contaminants, were reported missing from a locked
room in a hospital in Paris. On the same day, when the incident was reported to law enforcement, the 
French Prime Minister warned that the risk of biological and chemical attacks cannot be ruled out in 
France, and he increased the country’s security level and measures. Subsequently, the public water 
supply company in Paris took preventive measures to counter the potential threat, and to allow water 
quality inspectors and investigators to detect any contamination more easily. Additionally, access to 
the company’s main premises was significantly reinforced and was strictly limited.
Thefts of radioactive sources are usually financially motivated, often due to the value of shielding
containers or housing devices, and not necessarily for the source itself. In 2015 for example, two
incidents involving the theft of radioactive sources, which are commonly used in various authorised
applications in industry, medicine and research, were reported by Poland. Nevertheless,
there were no reported cases of radioactive materials being used to deliberately injure or poison
people.
The procurement of biological toxins such as abrin and ricin has been reported as taking place in 
underground marketplaces on the Darknet, on occasion using virtual currencies. Individuals and groups
may attempt to acquire such substances for terrorist use.
In addition it is difficult to control their precursors because they are found in the natural
environment. The phenomenon of individuals travelling for terrorist purposes to conflict zones
increased the risk that expertise in the use of chemical weapons can be transferred to the European
Union by returning foreign terrorist fighters. The use of chemical weapons in conflict areas is largely
conditioned by availability and means of dissemination in the region. In the past, both Syria and Iraq
had chemical weapon programmes, with production facilities and stockpiles that might not have been
completely destroyed, despite international community and OPCW efforts. In Europe, like in most
countries of the world, such production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons are banned, leaving
the threat level almost non-existent. Additionally, CBRN materials and their precursors
are under strict control of governments, keeping the threat at a minimal level. As a consequence, the 
risk lies particularly in the ability of those terrorist groups to transport such weapons in their entirety
or in part onto EU soil, or to produce them locally within EU borders.
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No EU Member States reported that any of their investigations involved planning or preparations for 
terrorist attacks with a CBRN component, such as recruitment of skilled individuals, attempts to access
CBRN facilities or to acquire CBRN materials. CBRN-related topics recurrently appeared in the terrorist
propaganda online. The number of online jihadist propaganda messages and tutorials addressed to lone actors
and proposing easy-to-implement scenarios for small scale CBRN attacks increased compared to previous
years. In particular, several jihadist media outlets used social media channels to release knowledge about
chemical weapons and related terror tactics in 2017. CBRN materials recommended as terrorist weapons are 
usually toxic industrial chemicals accessible within the EU due to their dual use nature and use in many
peaceful applications. Several documents from the “Knights of Lone Jihad” series, released by Furat Wilayah
Channel in English in 2017, specifically suggested CBRN scenarios involving food and water contamination as
possible terrorist tactics for lone actors. The proposed simple methods with use of available means allow
untrained individuals, even lone actors, to put in practice attacks with CBRN materials. By suggesting simple
methodologies, terrorist organisations make CBRN attacks more accessible with the intention of increasing
the number of attempts in the hope of carrying out a successful attack regardless of the initial scientific
knowledge or experience of the actor.
A plot to create an improvised dispersal device to release toxic hydrogen sulphide gas, which was disrupted
in Australia when the suspects were arrested on 29 July 2017, illustrates the intent of jihadist terrorists to 
use chemical weapons in a terrorist attack in the West. In this CBRN terrorist-related case, the 
perpetrators had reached the preparation phase, including procuring components and precursors, designing, 
and testing a device. On 19 December 2017 anarchists published threats on the internet to contaminate food
products in Athens and Thessaloniki in Greece. An activist group claimed to have deliberately introduced
hydrochloric acid in soft drinks, milk, sausages and sauces. A post by user Green-Black Commando titled
“Green Nemesis Act 3” on the Athens Indymedia website warned that the group had poisoned several drink 
products of multinational companies with hydrochloric acid and that they would be replacing the items on 
supermarket shelves shortly after. They also posted online photos showing the poison being injected into the 
products. Similar threats of food contamination in Greece were published by anarchists in previous years, in 
2016 and 2013. These plans usually involve targeting major multinational corporations in order to force them
to withdraw their products, thereby generating significant loss of revenue, in particular during busy periods
of the year.
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The Deep Web refers to any website that cannot be 
readily accessed through any conventional search engine
such as Google or Yahoo! Search The reason for this is
because the content has not been indexed by the search
engine in question.



If a website is not indexec by a search engine, it can only
be accessed by navigating directly to the URL via a link or 
typing in the exact web address in to a web browser.
In an effort to maintain privacy, Dark World visitors
commonly utilize specialized anonymity software such as
Tor to mask their identity. Traditionally, when an internet 
user visits any site that exists on the world wide web, they
are tracked via their Internet Protocol (IP) address.
Out of the billions of internet users accessing the internet 
on an everyday basis, Dark Web use remains around 3 
percent. While usage of the Dark Web may seemingly be 
minuscule, the network’s individuals, businesses, and 
various trafficking organizations have rendered it a highly
powerful force that has resulted in countless internet 
users desperately wanting to access the Dark Web and to 
ultimately become a part of its anonymous user base.

Deep Web, Dark Web, Tor and More: The Hidden Internet Uncovered - Digital.com 02/10/2018, 22(28
https://digital.com/blog/deep-dark-web/ 



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE DEEP WEB AND THE DARK WEB
Deep Web and Dark Web are understood by many to be 
interchangeable terms that both describe a host of illicit online 
activities. However, this is untrue and many activists have fought to 
stop the tandem use of the terms and to bring to light the distinct
ways in which each concept exists in the online world today.
Here is a table comparing both platforms along with the surface web, 
which is the internet most of us use daily.

Deep Web, Dark Web, Tor and More: The Hidden Internet Uncovered - Digital.com 02/10/2018, 22(28
https://digital.com/blog/deep-dark-web/ 



They believe North Korea has 13 types of biological agents including anthrax and the plague
A Welsh technology company has been helping to uncover the secrets of North Korea’s biological weapons capability.
Artificial intelligence firm Amplyfi, based in Cardiff, is using deep web harvesting and analytics technology to assess North Korea’s broad biological
research capacities.
It is part of Harvard University study assessing bioweapons’ capabilities in the secretive country.
Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center has published a report called Science and International Affairs, The Known and Unknown: North Korea’s
Biological Weapons Program.
It surveys the country’s bioweapons programme which is thought to have started in the 1960s.
There has been little public information available about bioweapons’ activities in North Korea, but the report argues that complacency is a major 
risk and efforts should be made to combat any potential emerging bioweapons threat.
It has previously been assumed that North Korea has 13 types of biological agents including anthrax and the plague, and that it is possible that it
would use them in bioterrorism or in an all-out conflict.
The report points to the pivotal role new technology will play in cultivating breakthroughs in intelligence gathering to identify and monitor the 
acquisition of biological research capability by North Korea.
As part of the research for the white paper, Amplyfi’s proprietary artificial intelligence platform, DataVoyant, mined 840,000 websites that
contained broad biological references.
Of these, 23,000 were revealed to have associations with North Korea; 170 of which pointed to particular organisations and institutions.
While traditional research methodologies focused on how to glean intelligence on related activities within North Korea, DataVoyant revealed
indirect external channels through which North Korea might acquire knowledge.
Vernon Gibson, visiting distinguished scholar at the Belfer Center’s Managing the Microbe Project and former Ministry of Defence chief scientific
adviser, said advances in artificial intelligence such as DataVoyant are fundamentally changing how organisations can generate intelligence at speeds
and accuracy not seen before.
He added: “In working across all open source data in the surface and deep web, it revealed seemingly benign ways in which North Korea is acquiring
knowledge and capability that could potentially enhance its biological weapons program - right down to identifying specific individuals.
“Such technology will be game-changing for how intelligence critical for maintaining national security can be acquired faster and more cost
effectively.”
Amplyfi was created to deliver business insights into possible technology or market disruptions by commercialising military grade artificial
intelligence techniques initially developed for cyber surveillance.
The company’s flagship product, DataVoyant, is capable of scanning all open surface and deep web sources across every modern language, 
automatically interrogating, distilling and presenting underlying trends within hours using its proprietary and innovative technology.
Chris Ganje, CEO, of Amplyfi, said: “With the massive growth of open source data, there is an unfathomable quantity of insight online that is
largely untapped. However, a standard internet search engine only scrapes the surface of what is available.
“New breakthroughs in data mining, particularly of the deep web which is at least 500 times larger than the surface web, has the potential to 
unlock a rich vein of information previously not directly accessible.
“Cutting-edge artificial intelligence tools like DataVoyant can simultaneously harvest, curate, and make sense of unstructured big data; in this case 
identifying North Korean activities for potentially acquiring bioweapons knowledge.
“This serves to demonstrate the significant scope that technologies such as DataVoyant have to play in transforming global research and 
intelligence gathering.”

https://www.walesonline.co.uk/business/business-news/anthrax-north-korea-bioweapons-13728349 October 6 2017

Tech firm helps probe secrets of North Korea's biological
weapons programme



How the plague is transmitted

The causative organism, the bacterium Yersinia pestis, has a rodent reservoir. The rodents' fleas, such as the oriental rat 
flea, Xenopsylla cheopis, acquire Y. pestis from a meal of infected blood, and transmit the bacterium primarily to other rodents or to 
humans, causing bubonic plague in people. Human-to-human transmission can also take place, through the human flea Pulex irritans. 
Pneumonic plague is less frequent but even more severe; it is transmitted from person to person through respiratory droplets, or even 
by artificially generated aerosols, containing Y. pestis.

Bacterial genomics: A plague o' both your hosts
Nature 413, 467-470(4 October 2001)



Plague

https://www.cdc.gov/plague/

Plague is a disease that affects humans and other mammals. It is caused by 
the bacterium, Yersinia pestis. Humans usually get plague after being bitten by 
a rodent flea that is carrying the plague bacterium or by handling an animal
infected with plague. Plague is infamous for killing millions of people in Europe 
during the Middle Ages. Today, modern antibiotics are effective in treating
plague. Without prompt treatment, the disease can cause serious illness or 
death. Presently, human plague infections continue to occur in the western 
United States, but significantly more cases occur in parts of Africa and Asia.

Plague as a Weapon of War
As a highly contagious disease with an extremely high mortality rate if left
untreated, Yersinia pestis has been used as a weapon of biological warfare for 
centuries. Some warfare strategies have included catapulting corpses over 
city walls, dropping infected fleas from airplanes, and aerosolizing the 
bacteria during the Cold War. More recently, plague raised concern as an 
important national security threat because of its potential for use by 
terrorists.



Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B as a Bioweapon

• Easily aerosolized
• Easily soluble in water
• Very resistant to temperature fluctuations
• Stable
• Withstands boiling for several minutes
• Freeze dried remains active for one year
• Incapacitating agent, may cause temporary,

incapacitating illness of 2 week duration
• The effective dose, or ED 50 (dose capable of

incapacitating 50% of the exposed human
population), is 0.0004 µg/kg, and the lethal dose,
or LD50, is 0.02µg/kg.Sigma, 1mg 181,5 euro



Terrorist propaganda
• 2011 Jihadist forum member called for supporters of Qaeda to prepare

attacks including chemical and bio weapons in France. He recommended
sending letters with poison inside.

• 2011 Jihadists incited for attacks in Europe, US. They suggested poisoning
water or contamination of food in tourist complexes. Manuals about
cultivating botulinum toxin from spoiled meat.

• 2011 Jihadists propose to apply poison to their weapons in order to enhance
the lethality of their attacks. They provide a description of botulinum toxin
and anthrax. They talk also about existing literature on plant-based toxins.

• 2012 Jihadist Explosive Expert released third issue of Qaeda Airlines 
magazine which was focused on poisons including nicotine and ricin. “Lethal
dose” is a large 346-page document which includes also some reference
materials such as “Medical aspects of Biological Warfare”

• 2013 American White nationalists suggested using biological weapon against
Mexican people. Participants of this forum proposed numerous tactics
including spraying chemical and biological agents.

EU Terrorism Situation & Trends Report (TE-SAT) 2015



• Terrorists and criminals seems to remain interested in using weapons of choice
that are easy available to them and have direct and lethal effect.

• Presence of CBRN materials on the underground Internet marketplaces.

• Absence of the major/more sophisticated CBRN attacks or attacks by 
terrorist groups.

• Future attacks remain plausible given the availability of some CBRN materials.

• The risk of more sophisticated attack exists (individuals with scientific
knowledge and access to bio facilities who may be able to produce or to 
weaponize more sophisticated agent, lone wolves).

• Large number of CBRN hoaxes recorded

• Media keeps widely speculating about use of CBRN materials by terrorists.

EU Terrorism Situation & Trends Report (TE-SAT) 2015



• The intention to carry out terrorist attacks using CBRN materials continued to 
appear on terrorist online forums and social media. Closed online forums were
used to discuss possible modi operandi and to share knowledge via handbooks, 
manuals, posters and infographics containing recipes to produce and 
disseminate various agents. 

• Suggestions and encouraging statements are also part of terrorist propaganda. 
The handling and containment of biological agents has been a challenge for 
terrorists. Nevertheless, technological advances along with knowledge shared
online have reduced these barriers.

• During 2019, a pro-IS group launched a campaign via a cloud-based instant
messaging service promoting the use of biological weapons. Some of the content
provided instructions on how to produce biological weapons and suggested how
and where to deploy them.
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